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Q. Please state your name and business address. 1 

A. My name is Jeffrey D. Adkisson and my business address is 3521 Hollis Drive, Springfield, 2 

Illinois 62711. 3 

Q. Are you the same Jeffrey D. Adkisson provided direct testimony in these dockets? 4 

A. Yes.  I provided Direct Testimony on behalf of the members of the Grain and Feed 5 

Association of Illinois (GFAI) which receives natural gas service in the three Ameren 6 

Illinois rate zones.  GFAI members represent over 90% of the commercial grain storage 7 

space in Illinois. 8 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony? 9 

A. My testimony will rebut Mr. Leonard Jones’ rebuttal testimony regarding seasonal electric 10 

pricing.  11 

Q. Did GFAI participate in Ameren’s 2009 rate case? (09-306 et al. (Cons.))? 12 

A. Yes. Among other issues, GFAI requested that AIC begin collecting the necessary data to 13 

conduct analysis of prospective seasonal cost base rates for DS-3 and DS-4 customers 14 

with regard to costs of primary lines and substations. 15 

Q. What did the Commission have to say about your proposal? 16 

A. The Commission acknowledged the proposal and AIC’s belief that such seasonal rates 17 

would ultimately create a subsidy by non-seasonal customers.  It then went on to say that 18 

AIC did not object to examining a sample of circuits serving DS-3 and DS-4 customers “in 19 

order to bring clarity to the debate in the next rate case.”   20 
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Q. Has AIC’s testimony brought clarity to this issue? 21 

A. No.  22 

Q. Can you please explain why not?   23 

A. Mr. Jones, in his testimony, does not dispute that AIC never addressed seasonal cost of 24 

service regarding distribution line and substation costs.  (Ameren Ex. 31.0, Lines 986-25 

1008).  Instead, he formed his conclusion regarding revenue contribution of seasonal 26 

customers relative to revenue contribution under current non-seasonal rates that were 27 

developed without studying seasonal costs responsibilities for distribution lines and 28 

substations on a company-wide basis.   29 

Q. Are there other examples?   30 

A. Yes.  Mr. Jones testifies that he is not exactly clear what “costs responsibility on a 31 

seasonal basis” is intended to mean.  GFAI provided a list of various possible allocation 32 

methods to consider when conducting a seasonal cost of service study in its data request 33 

response.  Please see GFA Exhibit 2.01E.   34 

Q. Are there further flaws in Mr. Jones’ approach? 35 

A. Yes.  For example, Mr. Jones’ study intentionally did not look at system wide loading of 36 

distribution circuits and substations in an attempt to discern cost responsibility on a 37 

seasonal basis.   38 

Q. Is there sufficient evidence for Mr. Jones’ conclusions? 39 

A. No.  For example, Mr. Jones apparently draws the conclusion that if a single DS-4 or large 40 

DS-3 customer connected at the primary voltage supply level can be large enough to drive 41 

a local circuit peak, then it legitimizes a system-wide denial of seasonal rates to DS-3 and 42 
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DS-4 customers, even though AIC provides seasonal rates to DS-1 and DS-2 customers 43 

served from the same system.  (Ameren Ex. 31.0, Lines 1017-24).  Moreover, Mr. Jones 44 

offers no supporting data for his statement that “if all of the seasonal customer loads 45 

served on a circuit were omitted from the circuit, it is likely the incidence of peak shifting 46 

would be that much more obvious.”  (Ameren Ex. 31.0, Lines 1028-29).    Further, Mr. 47 

Jones does not offer any actual metered data that would ascertain whether feeder loads 48 

were or were not impacted by circuit switching for service restoration or maintenance 49 

reasons.  Switching circuits may be rare, but can occur for the very purpose of relieving a 50 

circuit load during peak load conditions.   51 

Q. Is Mr. Jones correct that distribution planning engineers build and design a system 52 

to meet demand regardless of the season in which the peak occurs?   53 

A. Yes.  However, Mr. Jones testifies that AIC’s circuit designs do not consider seasonal 54 

thermal limits of the facilities when selecting conductor and equipment sizes.  This seems 55 

imprudent.   56 

Q. Based on the testimony presented in this case, what is GFA’s recommendation? 57 

A. GFA recommends that the Commission not make any decisions in this case regarding 58 

seasonal rates for DS-3 and DS-4 customer classes based on the AIC flawed and/or 59 

incomplete circuit study.  Moreover, as discussed in prior testimony, GFA recommends 60 

retaining the rate limiters as proposed.   61 

Q. Does this conclude your rebuttal testimony? 62 

A.  Yes it does. 63 


